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Contemporary Chinese meticulous figure painting techniques have diversified, 
On one hand it inherits traditional styles, on the other hand, it learns from foreign 
art,now developing with the times and meeting the needs of people's aesthetics. This 
is a necessary development ,bringing vitality and vigor to Chinese paintings. 
This paper mainly discusses expansion of the contemporary Chinese meticulous 
figure painting techniques for the clues, analyzes the development background, causes, 
and performance.It takes "Qingming Riverside Scene" and  the author's creative 
practice in the supermarket series as an example,analyzing the performance of the 
contemporary Chinese meticulous figure painting techniques. 
    This paper comprises five chapters： 
     Chapter one combs the skeleton of contemporary Chinese meticulous figure 
painting techniques, and elaborates each stage of the development situation and 
characteristics of drawing technique  
Chapter two analizes the reasons for and needs of the contemporary Chinese 
meticulous figure painting techniques . It elaborates on the development of the times, 
the influence of Western painting and Japanese figure painting . 
Chapter three introduces the performance of the contemporary Chinese 
meticulous figure painting techniques.  
    Chapter four takes my own creative practice about the supermarket series and 
"Qingming Riverside Scene " draw by ZhangZeDuan as an example of contemporary 
Chinese meticulous figure painting techniques . Through the comparison of the 
painting subjects, representation, composition, modelling, color etc,this paper clarifics 
the  performance of the contemporary Chinese meticulous figure painting 
techniques. 
    Chapter five concludes by analyzing this paper the current situation about the 
development of the contemporary Chinese meticulous figure painting techniques. 
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图 2-1                图 2-2                  图 2-3 










                                                        











































图 2-4  何家英  《秋冥》          图 2-5  田黎明  《村姑》  
田黎明的作品《村姑》，则是借鉴西画中对光的运用，将光感引进了画
                                                        














































































图 2-6  何家英 《山地》              图 2-7  王冠军 《联通无限》 
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